The role of minimally invasive surgery in the treatment of polycystic liver disease
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Abstract: Polycystic liver disease (PLD) is an infrequent condition, however cause of significant deterioration of the quality of life of affected patients. Cyst fenestration, liver resection and liver transplantation are effective surgical treatments and apply differently depending on the morphological features of the disease, the clinical presentation and the status of the liver function. During the last 30 years minimally-invasive approaches to surgical procedures have gained popularity, and extended to liver surgery. Laparoscopic cyst fenestrations have spread rapidly as a valid alternative to open for the treatment of PLD with predominant cysts in the anterolateral segment. Laparoscopy may confer several operative advantages for the operating equipe, and favor the postoperative course for patients. However, the adequacy for deeply located cysts or in the posterolateral segments should be studied further, given the increased rate of recurrence. Reports on laparoscopic liver resections for PLD are scant, but suggest the feasibility and safety of these procedures. Efforts should be put collectively to conduct studies aimed to clarify their effectiveness compared to conventional surgery. However, no publications have suggested that PLD is a suboptimal indication or a contraindication for a laparoscopic approach to liver resection. Liver transplantation remains a prerogative of open surgery. Alternative minimally-invasive approaches such as robotics, single-incision laparoscopy and hand-assisted have been applied rarely for PLD. Their added value over pure laparoscopy should be investigated further before promoting their diffusion on a larger scale.
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Introduction

Polycystic liver disease (PLD) is a rare disorder with an incidence lower than 0.01% and characterized by diffuse multiple cysts, arbitrarily 20 or more (1,2). PLD is the phenotypic expression of two possible inherited conditions: autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease and autosomal dominant PLD, respectively accounting for 90% and 10% of PLD (3). The association between kidney and hepatic cysts was first described in 1856 (4). Recent publications report that 50% to 70% of patients with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease develop PLD, and independent risk factors for liver involvement include advanced patient age, female gender and severe kidney disease (5-7). Differently, the isolated form of PLD as a distinct autosomal dominant PLD was first suggested and confirmed much later, respectively in 1982 and 1996 (8,9).

Despite the general imprint is an asymptomatic enlarged liver, up to 20% of PLD patients become symptomatic:
either few liver cysts tend to grow reaching considerable dimensions (>5 cm), or the liver volume tends to enlarge because of small but multiple cysts, with its texture becoming stiff (10-12). The most frequent symptoms are related to the hepatomegaly itself and/or the compression by large cyst on the stomach, duodenum and diaphragm, and include: abdominal or back pain, early fullness and bloating, nausea and loss of appetite, supine dyspnea and tiredness. In advanced cases, symptoms can also arise from compression of vasculo-biliary structures generating lower limb edema, ascites and obstructive cholestasis. Moreover, in 10–30% of patients, hemorrhage or infection of some dominant cysts can cause acute pain and pyrexia (13,14). Differently from renal involvement—where the decompressive treatment has anyway a beneficial effect on kidney function regardless of the presence of symptoms—invasive treatments of PLD are only indicated for symptomatic patients. In fact, pain and abdominal discomfort often recur and progressively become chronic, thus causing a significant deterioration of the quality of life (11,15). Surgical treatment options include fenestration (also termed deroofing or unroofing), liver resection and orthotopic liver transplantation (16). The superiority of operative non-surgical procedures (such as percutaneous aspiration with or without sclerosant injection, or arterial embolization) over surgical treatments is still to be clarified.

Minimally-invasive approaches for liver surgery have gained popularity over the last 20 years, and include pure laparoscopy, hand-assisted laparoscopic surgery, single-incision laparoscopic surgery and robotics (17-23). Almost all types of resections have been described, and technical adjustments and operative learning curves have been elaborated to provide guidance in accomplishing safe operations of increasing difficulty (24-42). Advantages for patients comprise decreased blood loss and transfusions, lower complication rates and shorter length of stay, along with adequate oncologic radicality (43-52).

In this review we describe the state of the art on and technical considerations of minimally-invasive approaches for the various surgical options for PLD.

**Surgical treatments for PLD**

In 1997 Gigot et al. classified PLD according to the number and size of the cysts and the amount of normal parenchyma (53). This classification is the most used and has the value to guide the choice between the possible surgical options. Other classifications were produced in the 2000’s, taking into consideration the presence of collateral venous circulation and symptoms (Schnelldorfer), or the number of cysts and hepatomegaly (Quian) (54,55). In 2018, the experience of the Boujon Hospital in Paris allowed to identify relevant criteria for a successful allocation of PLD patients to liver resection rather than transplantation (56). The morphological features of the PLD, the clinical presentation and the status of the liver function should be carefully evaluated so as to choose the best treatment for each patient among fenestration, liver resection and liver transplantation.

**Cyst fenestration**

Cyst fenestration was first reported in the late 1960’s by Lin et al. and represented the unique curative treatment for PLD for many years (57). This procedure consists in the excision of the cyst wall till its boundaries with the liver tissue. It permits the drainage of the cyst fluid in the abdominal cavity (thus providing de-tension) and prevents the spontaneous reconstitution of its roof (thus reducing the possibility of recurrence). The ideal PLD setting to apply fenestration are patients with superficial cysts, large in dimension and limited in number (Gigot type 1) (Figure 1) (53). In fact, unroofing can relief the symptoms related to the steric hindrance from few enlarged cysts, rather than those related to the hepatomegaly from extensive occupation of the parenchyma from multiple small cyst. This procedure has the advantage of being relatively low-invasive, rapid and safe, and at the same time respectful of the surrounding liver parenchyma as well as of its major vasculo-biliary...
Before the development of minimally-invasiveness, the open approach was the standard. However, with the technical progress, laparoscopic cyst fenestrations were taken up soon: those were the first procedures in liver surgery to be performed by laparoscopy, and then were increasingly described for patients with simple cysts and extended to PLD during the 1990’s (53,58-61). The basic surgical technique recalls that of open unroofing: it consists in 3–4 ports laparoscopy, aspiration of cyst fluid first and wide fenestration of the cyst wall up to the transition between the cyst roof and the liver parenchyma (Figure 2). Usually, the fenestration is carried out by the means of an energy device which can cut and seal simultaneously the thin layer of tissue covering the cyst cavity. The main operative advantage of laparoscopy is that of magnification which can provide a better field of vision for surgeons. Moreover, laparoscopy may decrease the operative challenges of future re-operations, that are not rare for PLD patients, given its recognized effect on minimizing intrabdominal adhesions (58,62).

However, the greater benefits of laparoscopic fenestrations relate to the postoperative short-term outcomes of patients. Some of studies on laparoscopic cyst deroofing for PLD have documented operative time and mortality rates similar to open, together with lower postoperative morbidity (53,59,61). In 1994 Morino et al. reported a median operative time of 202 minutes, two out of 7 patients complicated by postoperative ascites managed conservatively, and nihil mortality (60). In the series of Katkhouda et al. published in 1999, median operative time was 141 minutes, complication rate was 33%, and the median hospital stay was 3 days (63). In 2009 Gall et al. published the outcomes of 13 PLD patients treated with laparoscopic fenestration with a median operative time of 105 minutes and a 31% postoperative morbidity, which was higher than that for simple cysts (15%), but lower than open deroofing for PLD (40%) (64). In 2019 Bernts et al. performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of cohort studies and clinical trials focused on laparoscopic fenestrations of symptomatic cysts (65). On a total of 1,314 patients, 33% received laparoscopic cyst deroofing in the setting of PLD. Regarding the whole series of fenestrations, the median operative time was 83.5 minutes and conversion.
to open was 4.5% (mainly related to bleeding, unfavorable locations or intra-abdominal adhesions); postoperative morbidity was 10.8% (typically bile leakage, ascites, pleural effusion or infections) and median hospital stay was 5 days; the pooled estimates of major morbidity and procedure-related mortality after surgery were 3.3% and 1.0%, respectively. The authors undertook also a specific analysis for PLD patients, including 15 studies (for a total of 146 patients). For this subgroup, the pooled estimates of procedure-related mortality and major morbidity were similar to the whole series (2.3% and 7.2%). However, the conversion rate was higher if compared to the overall results (8.2%, even if not statistically significant) and postoperative complications were more frequent (29.3%). The authors explain that the potential causes of the elevated risk of complications are the changes in hepatic anatomy in PLD and the extensive use of fenestrations, with some studies describing the fenestration of over 30 cysts per patient (58,66).

The primary endpoint of Bernts meta-analysis was reporting also on symptomatic relief after laparoscopic fenestration of symptomatic cysts and the benefit on clinical symptoms (65). Despite the data were insufficient to meta-analyze the symptomatic relief specifically for PLD, the authors reported a pooled relief of symptoms of 90% on the whole series. However, the long-term effectiveness of this procedure is globally rare, and for many patients the need for reoperation occurs within 5 years. For example, in 2009 Gall et al. reported 85% of symptomatic recurrence and reoperations after laparoscopic fenestrations higher for PLD (85% and 46%) than simple cysts (29% and 4%) on a median follow up of 77 months (64). Moreover, the symptomatic recurrence after laparoscopic fenestrations for PLD were more frequent than open (55%), even if not statistically significant. In general, only few studies and limited in the number of patients have analyzed the long-term efficacy of laparoscopic cyst fenestration in the setting of multiple cysts (59,61,67,68). Thus, in 2018 Zhang and colleagues conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of studies aimed at exploring the long-term efficacy of laparoscopic cyst deroofing based on the recurrence rates (69). Thirty-one studies were globally considered, and the four studies reporting on patients affected by multiple cysts were meta-analyzed separately (59,61,67,68). The results showed a non-significant difference in recurrence rates between laparoscopic and open fenestrations (19.5% and 16.6% respectively). The authors concluded that laparoscopic fenestration has favorable short- and long-term effects, justifying its extensive application in clinical settings of regardless of solitary or multiple hepatic cysts. The long-term efficacy after laparoscopic fenestration was meta-analyzed also by Bernts et al., this time considering the clinical recurrence of symptoms and need for reintervention (65).

In the whole series, 62 studies with a mean follow-up of 30 months were included in the analysis. The authors found that long-term symptomatic relief is less well achieved in PLD: compared to the overall series, the pooled analysis of both the clinical recurrence of symptoms and the rate of reintervention resulted significantly higher for PLD (33.7% versus 9.6%, and 26.4% versus 7.1%).

The temporarily efficacy of multiple fenestration is frequently linked to incomplete treatment due to unfavorable cyst locations. Despite central cysts can also be fenestrated through opened superficial cysts, a deep location usually limits the completeness of the unroofing. Similarly, cysts located at the dome of the liver tend to develop adhesions to the diaphragm, and to recur rapidly through the constitution of a neo-cyst. Thus, a relevant issue is whether the topography of the cyst is determinant for the efficacy on short- and long-term symptomatic recurrence, and should be considered important in the choice of the technique. Indeed, patients with the target cyst in Segments 6, 7 and 8 or located centrally in the parenchyma are recognized as the most difficult to be visualized and reached by laparoscopic instruments. Therefore, similarly to resection of solid liver lesions, a wide-enough laparoscopic fenestration can be more challenging for posterolateral than anterolateral segments when performed by laparoscopy. Not surprisingly, it has been reported that laparoscopic access to the posterior and superior part of the liver is almost impossible in PLD patients and that unfavorably located cysts have a higher tendency for recurrence (53,58,60,67). In view of this evidence, most of the authors highlight the importance of adequate patient’s selection for a laparoscopic approach to ensure satisfactory outcomes in terms of recurrence rates: laparoscopic deroofing should be used cautiously for patients with deep or posterolateral dominant cysts, while should be considered a valid option for fenestration of large, symptomatic liver cysts located in the anterolateral segments.

The limited long-term efficacy is also due to a predisposition to developing new cysts. In fact, hepatic cysts, regardless whether they are solitary or multiple, result from the inactivation of 2 alleles from PLD genes. Being PLD a genetic disorder, patients already have a
germline mutation and must acquire only one additional somatic mutation to develop the phenotype (70). As a consequence, the natural progression of PLD frequently overtakes the potential volume-curtailing effect of previous fenestrations, and renders the treatment often temporarily. Some authors also highlight the need that future studies set the follow up of recurrence using standard imaging at fixed time points and specific questionnaires such as the PLD-Q or POLCA (70). This would allow the identification of false positives (patients with recurrence of symptoms without evidence of radiological recurrence) and to achieve better evidence on long-term efficacy. However, considering that symptoms are mainly related to large cysts and in view of the limited long-term efficacy and higher risks, a sensible approach is to keep high the threshold for re-do laparoscopic fenestrations in PLD.

For all those cases where laparoscopic fenestration does not apply well, more invasive but more definitive surgical operations are possible options.

Liver resection

Hepatic resection for PLD was first reported by in the mid 1990’s by Que and colleagues (71). This treatment is indicated for patients with symptomatic enlargement of a certain area of the liver caused by massive occupation from multiple small cysts, and residual wide areas of normal parenchyma (Gigot type 2) (Figure 3) (53).

As for what concerns laparoscopic liver resections for PLD, only scattered cases as part of mixed series have been reported. As an example, in 2003 Descottes and colleagues published a multicenter experience on laparoscopic liver resections for benign conditions, which included two liver resections for PLD (72). In 2004 Andoh et al. described a pure laparoscopic right hemihepatectomy for right predominant PLD: operation time was 320 minutes, intraoperative blood loss was 120 mL, and postoperative course was uneventful (73). More recently, few laparoscopic left lateral sectionectomies were reported in the publications of Choi et al. (2013) and Martinez-Perez (2016), the latter describing also one case of right posterior sectionectomy (74,75). No specific series of laparoscopic liver resections or comparative studies are available yet for PLD.

Laparoscopic liver resections for PLD may be challenging due to the distortion of the liver anatomy from the cyst and the consequent difficulty in following the correct transection planes preserving the vital anatomical pedicles of the liver remnant (Figure 4). At the same time, little parenchymal resection is often needed because of multiple cysts, with consequent lower risk of blood loss. In this regard, the laparoscopic technique can have pros and cons with respect to other indications, and certainly some peculiar technical features.

Despite the paucity of reports in this specific setting, it is worth noting that no publications have suggested that PLD is a suboptimal indication or a contraindication for a laparoscopic liver resection. On the other hand, as for any other benign disease, is warranted an attitude that does not expand the indication to liver resection in view of the adoption of a minimally-invasive approach.

Other surgical treatments

Liver transplantation can be a valid option for PLD patients with hepatomegaly due to multiple and disseminated small bilobar cysts (Gigot type 3) (53). While donor hepatectomies are the most recent advance of minimally-invasive liver surgery and their feasibility and safety has been recently acknowledged, orthotopic liver transplantation remains a prerogative of open surgery for all indications.

Minimally-invasive innovations include surgical procedures performed with a robotic approach, which may help in overcoming some limits of conventional laparoscopy. The major operative advantages regard: an easier depth perception of the visual field, a better access to narrow working spaces on postero-superior segments, and a facilitation in suturing vessels or biliary ducts. The stability of robotics platforms, the availability of highly-maneuverable wristed instruments and 3-dimensional
visualization systems favor the completion of dissection, biliostasis and hemostasis in all hepatic segments. For PLD, these features are especially useful for dissecting meticulously those cysts located in segment 7 or 8 with adhesion to the diaphragm, or close to the hilar pedicles, as highlighted by Tsirlis et al. (76). In 2018 they have published a series of 17 robotic fenestrations, which is the largest so far. Even if only one procedure was in the setting of PLD, the authors concluded they would expect lower recurrence rates in the future for postero-superior deroofing, and this may apply well to PLD patients given their trend toward reiterative treatments. However, both robotic fenestrations and liver resections remain anecdotal and described as part of mixed series or isolated case reports. Goja et al. have reported two robotic surgeries for PLD: a left lateral segment partial cystectomy associated with segment 4 cyst deroofing, with a postoperative stay of 4 days; a left hepatectomy with concomitant right-sided cyst deroofing, with a postoperative course complicated by seizures and thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura and thus 28 days long (77). Additionally, Nota et al. have described a robotic fenestration in a PLD patient with predominant cysts in the right subphrenic area and epigastric region (78). The procedure was carried out with acceptable operating times, minimal blood loss and regular recovery. Given the shortage of reports, no firm conclusions can be drawn regarding the short-term outcomes of the robotic approach for PLD surgery, nor for the potential beneficial effect on recurrence. Considering the increased costs of robotics, further studies are necessary before promoting its adoption on a larger scale.

In 2016 Choi and colleagues have reported two successful single-port laparoscopic deroofing procedures (74). In the same year, Sumer et al. described the fenestration in a PLD patient through the combination of mini-laparoscopic incisions and trans-gastric endoscopic removal of the specimens (79). The patient was discharged in postoperative day 4 without complications. Mini-laparoscopic surgery

---

**Figure 4** Pure laparoscopic left hemihepatectomy for the patient described in Figure 3. (A) Extrahepatic hilar approach with isolation of the left hepatic artery (after placement of sling around the hilum for Pringle maneuver); (B) extrahepatic hilar approach with isolation of the left portal vein; (C,D,E) aspiration of the cyst fluid, parenchymal transection along the Cantlie line with alternating use of ultrasonic dissector, cutting shears energy device and staplers for the left hepatic duct; (F) completion of the procedure with section of the left hepatic vein with stapler.
has the objective of minimizing the abdominal wall incisions reducing the surgical trauma. The association with endoscopy can allow safe intrabdominal excision and easy extraction if the resected and extraction organ are located in the same area (as the liver and stomach are). As for other abdominal operations, the use of a mini-laparoscopic approach and endoscopy for PLD deroofing has resulted in an even less invasive procedure.

Interestingly, Tanaka et al. have described the application of the laparoscopic indocyanine green fluorescence imaging, highlighting its specific advantages for PLD fenestrations (80). This advanced modality of intraoperative imaging can give confirmation that the cyst does not contain bile, may allow a precise adjustment of the resection line after visualization of bile branches, and a fine detection of small bile leaks at the end of the procedure facilitating their suture.

Despite the feasibility of these alternative approaches, their added value over conventional laparoscopy are uncertain and worth to be investigated further before their diffusion.

**Evolution of minimally-invasive surgery for PLD**

An important issue is whether the evolution of laparoscopic surgery is complete yet, or still ongoing. For fenestrations only, Bernts et al. did not find a significant change in conversion rates, incidence of morbidity and length of stay over time if performed by laparoscopy (studies published before or after 2005) (63). Similarly, symptomatic relief and recurrence rates were similar among the two periods of the meta-analysis. The authors only highlight that conversion rates above 10% occurred exclusively before 2006. Some additional data on both fenestrations and liver resections are provided by Antonacci et al. through a systematic review published in 2014 (81). The authors carried out a qualitative analysis dividing 30 selected studies on laparoscopic and open procedures into three periods in relation to the development of laparoscopic surgery: P1 “pioneering period of laparoscopy”; P2 “period of the development of laparoscopy”; P3 “period of the diffusion of laparoscopy”. On a total of 948 patients, 206 had PLD. In P1 the preferred approach was open (66.3%), the global conversion rate of laparoscopic fenestrations was 18.1% and all the patients with PLD were converted to open. In P2 the effect of technological progress was evident: laparoscopy reached 56.7% of approaches, and both the global and PLD conversion rates decreased significantly to 2.3% and 66.6% respectively. In P3 the completion of learning curves was beneficial: laparoscopic was confirmed as the preferred approach (69.9%) and the global conversion rate remained low (5.6%) (due to the paucity of PLD cases, no information was provided regarding conversion rates in this subgroup of patients). Globally, in all three periods laparoscopy showed a significant reduction in operative time and hospital stay. Also, the complication rate in the laparoscopic group showed a trend toward a progressive reduction, despite a significant difference was not seen (27.2% in P1, 1.3% in P2, 9.7% in P3). Moreover, the rate of recurrence for laparoscopy was significantly lower in P3 (6.1%) if compared to both P1 and P2 (36.3% and 17.4%). However, 70–80% of symptomatic recurrences developed constantly in PLD patients. The authors concluded that, the laparoscopic approach could be the treatment of choice in patients with non-parasitic liver cysts, as this approach would ensure the typical advantages of minimally invasive surgery, such as reduced hospital stay and less postoperative pain. Recurrence seemed to be associated with the presence of PLD rather than with the type of technique used, since laparoscopic treatment provided acceptable recurrence rates and comparable to those of conventional surgery.

**Evolution of evidence on laparoscopic liver surgery for PLD**

PLD is an infrequent surgical indication and the literature on minimally-invasive approaches on this topic lacks of high-quality studies. The majority of the evidence on laparoscopic deroofing is supported by single-center retrospective series and few comparative studies. Scattered laparoscopic liver resections have been reported and no randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have compared minimally-invasive versus open approaches in this setting. Also, data on recurrence are supported by a non-standardized reporting of outcomes, diversity in imaging modalities and timing for follow up, variability in the detection of symptoms, which remain all a significant cause of heterogeneity. Moreover, specific recommendations in favor or against PLD minimally-invasive treatments were not produced by expert consensus conferences or guidelines meeting held during the last 10 years (82-85). Since the literature on laparoscopic liver surgery has a general trend toward improving the evidence levels (increasing prospective series, matched comparative studies and some RCTs, efforts should be put collectively to produce studies of higher quality in the specific context of PLD, potentially...
Conclusions

Laparoscopic cyst fenestrations for PLD appear as a valid alternative to open surgery for patients with Gigot type 1 PLD and dominant cysts located in the anterolateral segments. This approach may confer several operative advantages for surgeons, and have a beneficial effect on the postoperative course of patients. However, candidates should be carefully selected, since the adequacy for deeply located cysts or in the postero-superior segments is associated with an increased rate of recurrence than open. The laparoscopic approach appears promising for liver resection in the setting of Gigot type 2 PLD, but peculiar technical issues should be considered as potential challenges. Specific reports on their effectiveness are scant, and should be studied further. Other approaches such as robotics, single-incision laparoscopy and hand-assisted may be alternatives to pure laparoscopy; however, their added value and increased costs should be considered before their application as a standard minimally-invasive technique.
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